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Abstract

State-of-the-art language models (LMs) are famous for “hallucinating” references.1

These fabricated article and book titles lead to harms, obstacles to their use, and2

public backlash. While other types of LM hallucinations are also important, we3

propose hallucinated references as the “drosophila” of research on hallucination in4

large language models (LLMs), as they are particularly easy to study. We show that5

simple search engine queries reliably identify such hallucinations, which facilitates6

evaluation. To begin to dissect the nature of hallucinated LM references, we attempt7

to classify them using black-box queries to the same LM, without consulting any8

external resources. Consistency checks done with direct queries about whether the9

generated reference title is real (inspired by Kadavath et al. (2022); Lin et al. (2022);10

Manakul et al. (2023)) are compared to consistency checks with indirect queries11

which ask for ancillary details such as the authors of the work. These consistency12

checks are found to be partially reliable indicators of whether or not the reference13

is a hallucination. In particular, we find that LMs often hallucinate differing authors14

of hallucinated references when queried in independent sessions, while consistently15

identify authors of real references. This suggests that the hallucination may be more16

a generation issue than inherent to current training techniques or representation.117

1 Introduction18

Language models (LMs) famously hallucinate2, meaning that they fabricate strings of plausible but19

unfounded text. As LMs become more accurate, their fabrications become more believable and20

therefore more problematic. A primary example is “hallucinated references” to non-existent articles21

with titles readily fabricated by the LM. For instance, a real New York Times article entitled “When22

A.I. Chatbots Hallucinate” leads with a ChatGPT-fabricated New York Times article titled “Machines23

Will Be Capable of Learning, Solving Problems, Scientists Predict” (Weise and Metz, 2023).24

In this work, we study the problem of hallucinated computer science references. We suggest the AI25

community study this type of hallucination as it presents a tractable model problem—much like the26

fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, has within biology. Hallucinated references exhibit key properties27

that make their study feasible. First, they can be automatically classified more easily than other types28

of hallucination. We provide a pipeline for classifying hallucinations using a search engine API and29

show that, on a sample of 100 potential articles, it agreed with experienced human annotators on at30

least 98% of the references. References generally have consistent titles and are widely advertised31

so as to be likely to be present in any training set that aims to be comprehensive. Other types32

1All our code and results are available at LINK.
2Though it is an anthropomorphism, we use the term hallucinate due to its widespread adoption, following

the use-theory of meaning (Wittgenstein, 1953). We use the terms hallucinate and fabricate interchangeably
throughout the paper.
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Figure 1: Direct vs. indirect queries for predicting whether a given paper title is hallucinated. LM
generations are boldface. Prompts in this figure have been shortened for illustrative purposes.

types of hallucinations, such as factoids, are more complex to classify due to ambiguities in their33

wordings and difficulty of assessing their presence in the training data. Second, many researchers34

studying hallucination possess expertise that bears directly on the understanding of hallucinations this35

domain. Studying this modest manifestation of hallucination provides a blueprint for detecting and36

mitigating more complex types. Focusing on this tractable niche lays the groundwork for countering37

hallucinations in high-impact AI applications. Just as the genetics of fruit flies have yielded biological38

insights, targeted inquiry into reference hallucination can yield insights into LMs.39

We provide an initial investigation into the questions why do LMs hallucinate references, and what40

can be done about it? Is it a problem of LM representation, a problem of training (maximizing41

next-word likelihood), or a problem due to the way they are used for generation? Specifically, we42

investigate whether an LM itself can be used to detect whether or not an output it has produced is43

a hallucination, without any external resources. While this does not provide a complete answer to44

the questions of why and what to do, it does inform the discussion. In particular, to the extent that45

LMs can be used to detect their own hallucinations, this suggests that the hallucination problem is46

not inherently one of training or representation but is rather one of generation because the models47

contain enough information to at least reduce the hallucination rate.48

In this work, hallucinations refer to open-domain fabricated text with little or no grounding in the49

training data, as opposed to closed-domain hallucinations (see, e.g., Ji et al., 2023). Groundedness,50

the opposite of fabrication, is based on the training corpus, while correctness is evaluated with respect51

to absolute truth as discussed by Evans et al. (2021). For instance, the statement the earth is flat is52

incorrect but appears on many web pages and is likely to be grounded in the training data. In the53

case of references, however, groundedness and correctness are often closely related. To evaluate54

groundedness, we use exact-match Web search as a heuristic, as it is a reasonable approximation for55

identifying texts grounded in the training data, considering that article titles are specific and designed56

for discoverability on the web.57

Direct queries (DQs). Our work builds upon and is inspired by two recent works that show how to use58

black-box generative LMs to assess confidence in generations, without consulting external references59

or inspecting weights. In particular, Kadavath et al. (2022) introduce multiple direct black-box60

strategies for using an LM to extract confidence estimates by querying the LMs on question-answer61

problems. Manakul et al. (2023) apply a similar direct self-consistency check to identify relative62

hallucinations in a summarization context.63

Indirect queries (IQs). We suggest a new approach that uses indirect queries. A DQ may ask, Is64

the following paper real? while an IQ may ask, Who are the authors of this paper?, as illustrated65

in Figure 1. Answers are then generated to the IQ in i > 1 independent sessions, and tested for66

consistency. The motivation for IQs comes from investigative interviews, where detectives are advised67

to interview individuals separately and ask open-ended questions (Vredeveldt et al., 2014).68

Contributions. There are several contributions of this work. First, we propose the problem of69

hallucinated computer science references as a model instance worth studying, like Drosophila.70

Second, we demonstrate that they can be reliably and automatically classified. Third, we perform a71

systematic LM study of hallucinated references, enabling us to compare hallucination rates across72

LMs. Fourth, we introduce IQs for evaluating hallucinations. Finally, we compare these to DQs73

across GPT and Llama based LMs. A conclusion of our work for reducing hallucination is the74

recognition that changing the generation pipeline can certainly help, while it is less clear if training75

or representation changes are necessary.76
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Figure 2: The prompt used to generate k = 5 reference titles. This method generates both grounded
and hallucinated references. Topics are chosen from the ACM Computing Classification System.

2 Methodology77

We now give an overview of our methodology followed by further details on our DQs and IQs. Note78

that this full pipeline is run separately for each of our LMs, so there is no mixing across LMs. We79

first describe how we generate lists of candidate reference titles.80

Generating references. The input to our evaluation is a set of topics from which we generate k81

references each using the LM by prompting it with temperature 1 as illustrated in Figure 2. The82

procedure is re-run if the LM fails to generate a list of k candidate titles. We then run our classification83

procedures, described below, on each of the candidate titles.84

Hallucination estimation procedures. Each of our procedures takes three inputs: (1) A candidate85

reference title. Given that there is generally less ambiguity in the title of a reference than in the86

spelling or abbreviation of its authors names, for each reference we chose to use only its title as input.87

(2) A dialogue-based LM such as ChatGPT or Llama2chat. (3) A number of queries made to the LM88

per title. For DQs, j ≥ 1 specifies how many judgments to make. For IQs, i ≥ 1 specifies how many89

indirect responses to request.90

In our experiments, the candidate title will have been generated using the LM, though this is not91

a requirement. The procedure detects (possibly) hallucinated references by querying the LM to92

check the existence of the reference. It does so by making black-box completion queries to the same93

LM. Finally, the procedure outputs a real-valued prediction in [0, 1] of the probability the title is94

grounded (G) or a hallucination (H). We consider j > 1 to implement a version of the procedure that95

outputs probabilities rather than just G/H judgments. Since we do not have access to the probability96

distribution of the completions of some of the SOTA LMs such as GPT-4, the above procedure97

effectively simulates probabilities using sampling at temperature 1.98

Labeling. For labeling, we use exact match in a search engine as a heuristic for labeling G/H. The99

reference title surrounded by quotes is searched in the web using Web search (e.g., “LMs are few-shot100

learners”). If no results are retrieved, we label the reference title as hallucinated and vice versa.101

Final receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and false discovery rates (FDR) are determined102

by comparing the ground truth labels to the classifications. Note that we also experimented with103

academic reference APIs such as Semantic Scholar. While these gave thorough details about each104

paper in its index, many grounded references (even for real papers) did not appear in their indexes,105

and we found search engine results to be significantly more complete.106

To test the efficacy of Bing search as an automatic labelling heuristic, we performed a human107

annotation of 100 references generated by GPT-4. Four computer scientists (with IRB approval) who108

are experienced in searching for academic references in this domain, independently labeled each109

reference as grounded or a hallucination, without examining the labels of the Bing search procedure.110

On 98/100 references, there was complete agreement among the annotators and the Bing search111

labeling strategy. We provide further details in the Section A.3. A manual inspection of 120 random112

examples is presented in Section A.7.113

2.1 Direct query details114

The direct query (DQ) procedures simply query whether or not the given title exists following the115

format shown in Figure 3. We created three query templates (DQ1, DQ2, and DQ3) based on the116

multiple direct query approaches advocated by Kadavath et al. (2022); Manakul et al. (2023). The117

first query asks whether the reference exists directly. However, as discussed in prior work, some LMs118

can be strongly biased in answering the question when phrased this way, e.g., it may be presumed119
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real without any context about where the reference came from. DQ2 and DQ3 establish the context120

indicating that the reference was generated by an assistant or LM. DQ3 goes further by giving121

additional comparisons, as advocated for in prior work. For DQ3, all k queries from our generation122

step (using the same LM) are shown.123

For each query, we generate j ≥ 1 completions to approximate the probability distribution of124

the model. These strings are converted to binary judgements as follows: We calculate how many125

completions contained the word yes and divide it by the total number of completions to get the126

estimates of groundedness. This means that empty or otherwise invalid answers were assigned no. We127

do not assume that this score is calibrated as our analysis considers arbitrary probability thresholds.128

We sample j completions for each direct prompt. Temperature 1 is used when j > 1 and temperature129

0 is used when j = 1 to approximate the most likely LM completion.130

Figure 3: Examples of the three direct prompts used for the DQs.

2.2 Indirect query details131

The IQs proceed in two steps.132

Step 1: Interrogation. Separately for each reference, an IQ is made of the LM i > 1 times at133

temperature 1, as shown in Figure 6 (top).134

Step 2: Overlap estimation.. The LM is used to evaluate overlap between the i responses. For each135

pair of answers, an estimate is computed by calling the overlap query, as shown in Figure 6 (bottom).136

The leading number is extracted, or, if no number is given, then a 0 is used. (We divide by 100 and137

clip the answer to the interval [0, 1] to convert the percentages to fractions.)138

The rationale for this approach is that we expect consistent responses to indirect questions to indicate139

the existence of a grounded reference title, while inconsistent responses may be taken as an warning140

sign for hallucination. Our method does not rely on external resources and uses the same LM for141

hallucination detection end-to-end. Of course, parsing and string-matching could be used in place of142

a LM for the overlap step, though this would require name matching which is known to be a thorny143

problem and one which is well suited for pretrained LMs.144

3 Results and Discussion145

The code and data generated in our experiments will be made available upon publication.146

3.1 Experiment details147

Models. We utilize the OpenAI LMs, including GPT-3 (text-davinci-003), ChatGPT (gpt-35-turbo),148

and GPT-4 (gpt-4). Furthermore, we employ open-source models from the Llama 2 Chat Touvron149

et al. (2023) llama-2-*-chat series referred to as L2-7B, L2-13B, and L2-70B. To access the OpenAI150

LMs, we make use of the Azure OpenAI API.151

Topics. We use the ACM Computing Classification System (CCS; (Rous, 2012) for topics. CCS152

contains 12 high level categories, 84 second level concepts, and 543 subconcepts at the third level of153

granularity. For generating the dataset, we sample 200 of the 543 subconcepts uniformly at random,154

describing each by a topic string of the form concept: subconcept (e.g., Information retrieval:155

Retrieval models and ranking). For each topic, we generate k = 5 references. In this manner, we156

generate 200× 5 = 1000 candidate paper titles using each LM.157
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Parameters. We selected i = 3 IQ results and averaged the overlapping evaluations to compute158

the final score for each IQ experiment. For DQs experiments, we sampled j = 10 judgments at159

temperature 1.0 and reported the fraction of yes responses as a final score.160

Search engine labels. The Bing search engine API is used for searching for the candidate title161

string on the Web. Note that even with exact string match, some flexibility beyond capitalization and162

punctuation is allowed.163

3.2 Quantitative metrics164

First, Table 1 shows the rates of hallucination for the six models studied. As expected, references165

produced by the newer models (which achieve higher scores on other benchmarks (Srivastava et al.,166

2022)) also exhibit a higher grounding rate or, equivalently, a lower hallucination rate.167

Table 1: Hallucination rates out of 1,000 generated titles, measured by our automatic labeler.
LM GPT-4 ChatGPT GPT-3 L2-70B L2-13B L2-7B
Hallucination rate 46.8% 59.6% 73.6% 66.2% 76.7% 68.3%

Since each of our querying strategies outputs a real-valued score, one can trade-off accuracy on G (i.e.,168

how often truly grounded references are labeled G) and H (how often truly hallucinated references169

are labeled H) by thresholding the score to form a G or H classification. The standard ROC curves170

based on these thresholded scores are shown for each approach and model in Figure 4. Due to the171

space limitation, we show the results for GPT-4, ChatGPT and L2-70B and refer Section A.4 for the172

results of additional models. These figures enable one to explore different points on this trade off for173

each classifier. For the L2-70B and ChatGPT models, the IQ procedure performs best as quantified174

via the area under the ROC curve (AUC). For GPT-4 (Figure 4c), both the IQ and DQ approaches175

work well for classifying hallucination and groundedness with the IQ (AUC: 0.878) and DQ1 (AUC:176

0.887) performing the best. The performance of each procedure generally improves as the model size177

increases. For smaller models, where the procedures perform worst, others have found that users are178

less likely to believe the generated text due to its inaccuracy (OpenAI, 2023).179

Each groundedness classifier can also be used as a filter to generate a list of likely grounded references180

for a literature review based on the raw generations of an LM. Aside from relevance, which we do181

not study in this work, two primary quantities of interest to a user of this filter would be the fraction182

of references preserved (more references provide a more comprehensive review) and the fraction of183

preserved references which are actually hallucinations. Figure 5 shows how these two quantities can184

be traded off. As one varies the threshold of G/H classification and returns only those references185

classified as grounded, the FDR captures the fraction of references produced which are hallucinations.186

Users may have a certain rate of tolerance for hallucinations, and one would like to maximize the187

number of generated references subject to that constraint. For L2-70B and ChatGPT, the IQ method188

achieves significantly lower FDR and a provides a substantially better FDR-preservation rate trade-off189

than the other approaches. For GPT-4, both IQ and DQ methods offer low FDR with comparable190

trade-offs.191

Overall, our hypothesis that IQs would be more reliable than DQs appears to hold for ChatGPT and192

L2-70B; for GPT-4 the DQs were similarly effective.193

We find that classification performance increases when we take ensemble of different approaches,194

as illustrated by ROC curves in Figure 4. The ensemble is simply the mean of the scores and use195

them as thresholds. The ensemble of IQ and DQ (computed using the 50-50 mean of IQ and the196

DQ mean), referred to as IQ+DQ performs the best for every model. A qualitative analysis of the197

types of hallucinations and errors encountered are in Appendix A.1. A manual examination of 120198

examples is given in Section A.7. The compute costs, which involve ≈6.6 million tokens and $412,199

are discussed in Section A.6.200

4 Limitations and Conclusions201

There are several limitations of this work: 1) We consider web as a contending proxy for the models’202

training data. However, we cannot conclude what is truly grounded versus hallucination since we203

don’t have access to the training data. 2) The notion of hallucination is not entirely black and white204
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Figure 4: ROC Curves for IQ and DQ approaches (1-3, left to right) along with the ensemble of DQ,
and IQ combined with DQ approaches (4-5, left to right). 95% confidence intervals for ROC curves
and AUC are also shown.
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Figure 5: False discovery rate (FDR) vs. fraction of references preserved for each groundedness filter
(IQ, DQ1, DQ2, DQ3) and LM. 95% confidence intervals are also shown.

as considered in this work and in prior works. 3) LMs are notoriously sensitive to prompt wording205

(Lu et al., 2022; Jiang et al., 2020). Thus, some of our findings comparing DQs and IQs may be206

sensitive to the specific wording in the prompt. 4) Since we use ACM CCS for our topics, the results207

are biased towards computer science references, though it would be straightforward to re-run the208

procedure on any given list of topics. 5) LMs have been shown to exhibit gender and racial biases209

(Swinger et al., 2019) which may be reflected in our procedure–in particular: our procedure may not210

recognize certain names as likely authors, or it may perform worse at matching names of people in211

certain racial groups where there is less variability in names.212

Open-domain hallucination is an important but slippery concept that is difficult to measure. By213

studying it in the context of references using search engine results, we can quantitatively compare214

hallucinations across LMs and we can also quantitatively compare different black-box detection215

methods. We hope that our study of black-box self-detection of hallucinated references may shed light216

on the nature of hallucination more broadly, where classifying hallucinations is more challenging. It217

suggests that hallucination is not entirely a problem of training but rather one that can be addressed218

using only the same internal model representation with different generation procedures.219
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A Appendix287

A.1 Qualitative findings288

A qualitative examination of the titles generated by the LMs and their classifications according to the289

Bing search API revealed several interesting observations: 1) Title mashups: Many hallucinated titles290

were combinations of multiple existing titles. For example, a hallucinated title “Privacy-Preserving291

Attribute-Based Access Control in Cloud Computing" could be “fabricated" from (of the many292

possibilities) existing titles “Privacy-Preserving Attribute-Based Access Control for Grid Computing"293

and “Access Control in Cloud Computing". 2). Bing’s search flexibility: The Bing quoted search294

heuristic is more lenient than exact match, ignoring more than just capitalization and punctuation.295

However, presumably since Bing quoted search is designed to facilitate title searches, it works well.296

3) Deceptive plausibility: Some hallucinations were “plausible sounding” such as A survey on X for297

topic X, even when such a survey did not exist. 4) DQ’s false positives: Direct methods may fail to298

identify hallucinations on “plausible sounding” titles such as surveys or book chapters. The indirect299

method also sometimes failed to identify a hallucination because the LM would consistently produce300

a “likely author” based on the title, for a given non-existent paper. For example, GPT-4 hallucinated301

the title Introduction to Operations Research and Decision Making, but there is a real book called302

Introduction to Operations Research. In all three IQs, it hallucinated the authors of the existing303

book, Hillier Frederick S., Lieberman Gerald J.. Similarly, for the hallucinated title Exploratory304

Data Analysis and the Role of Visualization, 2 of 3 IQs produced John W. Tukey, the author of the305

classic, Exploratory Data Analysis. 5) IQ’s false negatives: The indirect method may sometimes306

fail to identify a grounded paper title which it can recognize/generate, as it may simply not be able307

to generate authors not encoded in its weights. Since, in many applications, identifying potential308

hallucinations is more important than recognizing all grounded citations, errors due to falsely marking309

an H as a G are arguably more problematic than classifying a G as an H. A manual examination of310

120 examples is given in Section A.7.311

Figure 6: Top: Example of the IQ prompt templates instantiated with a candidate title. Bottom: An
example of how we estimate overlap between a pair of answers using the LM.

A.2 Related Works312

Open-domain hallucination were discussed in the context of GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023; Bubeck et al.,313

2023), due to their prevalence and potential danger, Bubeck et al. (2023, page 82) write: “Open314

domain hallucinations pose more difficult challenges, per requiring more extensive research, including315

searches and information gathering outside of the session.” We show that open domain hallucinations316

can in fact be addressed, at least in part, without consulting external resources.317

As mentioned, there are multiple definitions of hallucination. In this work, we use the term hallucina-318

tions to mean fabricated text that is not grounded in the training data. Factually incorrect generations319

can be decomposed into two types of errors (Evans et al., 2021): grounded errors which may be due320

to fallacies in the training data (e.g., that people use only 10% of their brains) and ungrounded errors.321

These two types of errors may need different techniques for remedy.322
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The grounded errors may be reduced by curating a training set with fewer errors or other techniques323

such as RLHF (Ouyang et al., 2022). However, the ungrounded errors which we study3 are a324

fascinating curiosity which still challenge the AI community and one which is not clearly addressable325

by improving training data.326

There is comparatively little prior work studying open-domain groundedness like ours. Some work327

(e.g., Guu et al., 2023) in attribution aims to understand which training examples are most influential328

in a given output. In recent independent work in the health space, Athaluri et al. (2023) did an329

empirical evaluation of hallucinated references within the medical domain. Similar to our approach,330

they used a Google search for exact string match as a heuristic for evaluating hallucinations. Our331

study of hallucinated references enables us to estimate the hallucination rates of different models,332

and, as discussed in prior work, the hallucination problem interestingly becomes more pressing as333

models become more accurate because users trust them more (OpenAI, 2023).334

Related recent works include black-box techniques for measuring confidence in LM generations.335

Although these works are targeted at factual confidence, the approaches are highly related to our336

work. While Kadavath et al. (2022) use probability estimates drawn from LMs, it is straightforward337

to extend their procedures to generation-only LMs like ChatGPT using sampling. Lin et al. (2022)338

show that LMs can be used to articulate estimates by generating numbers or words as we do. Finally,339

Manakul et al. (2023) perform self-checks in the context of summarizing a document. All of these340

works use direct queries which influenced the design of our direct queries.341

Due to space limitations, we do not discuss the work studying closed-domain hallucination (e.g., in342

translation or summarization) but instead refer the reader to recent survey of Ji et al. (2023).343

A.3 Bing Search Reliability344

The authors used Google search and other tools such as Google scholar in the course of their inquiry.345

Specifically, they adopted the following labeling protocol for labels: “Grounded" if the search results346

yield a reference with an exact match for the title, or which is close enough to be naturally attributed347

to human error. Otherwise, it is “Hallucinated". For consistency, the human labelers also agreed on348

the following labels for four exemplars shown in Figure 7.349

We show inter-rater reliability agreement computed using cohen’s κ score among the labelers and the350

Bing in Table 2. This study shows that the labelling done using Bing search exact match is indeed351

reliable and could be used for identifying hallucinated references.352

Figure 7: Exemplar labels on which annotators agreed upon

A.4 Additional Experiments353

We show ROC and FDR metrics for L2-13B, L2-7B and GPT-3 models in Figure 9. We find that the354

procedures are not effective in detecting hallucinations, performing the worst for the L2-7B. Though355

3One can also imagine ungrounded correct generations, such as a generated paper title that exists but is not in
the training data, but we find these to be quite rare.
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Table 2: Comparison of Cohen’s Kappa
Cohen’s Kappa (κ)

person A and person B 0.96
person A and person C 0.98
person B and person C 0.98
person D and person A 0.96
person D and person B 1.0
person D and person C 0.98
person A and Bing 0.98
person B and Bing 0.98
person C and Bing 1.0
person D and Bing 1.0

IQ helps the most for GPT-3, DQ2 approach helps the most for L2-13B and L2-7B. Consistent with356

our findings of other models, IQ+DQ ensemble approach performs the best.357
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Figure 8: ROC Curves for the IQ and DQ approaches along with the ensemble approaches

A.5 Licenses and Terms of Use358

According to the OpenAI terms of use Sharing and Publication policy,4 they “welcome research359

publications related to the OpenAI API.” Following the Bing Search API Legal Information5, we360

do not store the results of the search queries but rather only whether or not there were any results.361

According to the ACM,6 “The full CCS classification tree is freely available for educational and362

research purposes.” (This section will be included with any published version of our paper.)363

4https://openai.com/policies/sharing-publication-policy
5https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/bing/apis/legal
6https://www.acm.org/publications/class-2012
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Figure 9: False discovery rate (FDR) vs. fraction of references preserved for each groundedness filter
(IQ, DQ1, DQ2, DQ3) and LM. The preservation rate indicates the fraction of references preserved
when a groundedness filter is applied to the raw generations of a LM. The FDR represents the fraction
of preserved references that are actually hallucinations. For unachievable values of the fraction of
references preserved (below the minimal fraction achievable by thresholding), we extrapolate each
curve by uniformly subsampling references with maximal scores.

A.6 Computation and cost364

We use OpenAI API for running the experiments on GPT-4, ChatGPT and GPT-3. We show the365

average tokens consumed for prompt and completion for each of the approaches and data generation366

per candidate query in Tables 3, 4 and 5. We estimate the cost based on the pricing details available367

as of May 2023.7 For GPT-4, around 2.2M tokens were used amounting to roughly $74 to evaluate368

all approaches. For ChatGPT, around 2.3M tokens were used amounting to roughly $5. For GPT-369

3, around 2.1M tokens were used amounting to roughly $258. For Bing Search, we use an S1370

instance of the Bing Search API 8. We made 3,000 queries in all to this endpoint amounting to $75.371

Summing these costs gives a total of $412. The compute requirements of combining these results372

were negligible. While the exact model sizes and floating point operations are not publicly available373

for these models, the total cost gives a rough idea on the order of magnitude of computation required374

in comparison to the hourly cost of, say, a GPU on the Azure platform.375

For running the experiments on Llama-2-chat series, we used a node with 8 V100 GPUs.376

Table 3: GPT-4: Average number of tokens consumed

DS IQ DQ1 DQ2 DQ3
Prompt 40.1 443.4 221.2 299.6 946.1

Completion 64.8 140.1 67.2 12.2 30.3

Table 4: ChatGPT: Average number of tokens consumed

DS IQ DQ1 DQ2 DQ3
Prompt 40.1 437.3 224.1 302.2 1009.6

Completion 71.8 144.9 28.8 45.5 75.8

Table 5: GPT-3: Average number of tokens consumed

DS IQ DQ1 DQ2 DQ3
Prompt 39.7 399.53 232.36 332.4 995.1

Completion 68.4 90.6 30.3 21.8 30.4

7https://openai.com/pricing
8https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/bing/apis/pricing
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A.7 Examples of hallucinations and references377

Tables 6, 7, 8, and 9 each display a careful inspection of 30 random candidate paper titles classified378

as H and G as determined by whether the Bing Search API returned any results. A manual search379

for each suggested title indicated that the vast majority of Hs are in fact hallucinations and the vast380

majority of Gs are in fact real references. We show the titles classified as H by Bing search along381

with closest manually discovered match for ChatGPT (Table 6) and GPT-4 (Table 8). We show the382

titles classified as G by Bing search along with the web links to the matched titles for ChatGPT383

(Table 7) and GPT-4 (Table 9). We also list the score assigned by the IQ method for all the sampled384

candidate titles. Interestingly, for both models there was a case in which the IQ method assigned385

the score of 1 to an H title. These H titles were Design and Implementation of Digital Libraries:386

Technological Challenges and Solutions for ChatGPT (Table 6) and Enterprise Modeling: Tackling387

Business Challenges with the 4EM Approach for GPT-4 (Table 8). In both of these cases, the titles388

were very similar to the closest manually discovered matched titles - Design and Implementation of389

Digital Libraries and Enterprise Modeling with 4EM: Perspectives and Method, respectively.390
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Table 6: Reference titles classified as H (hallucination) by Bing generated from ChatGPT. 30 randomly
sampled titles are shown.

Reference title generated (Closest Match, if found) IQ Prob

Quantum sensing for healthcare (NA) 0
Challenges and Solutions in Managing Electronic Records in Storage Systems (Electronic Records Manage-
ment Challenges)

0

Hardware Verification Using Physical Design Techniques (NA) 0
A Framework for Verifying Recursive Programs with Pointers using Automata over Infinite Trees (Verification
of recursive methods on tree-like data structures)

0

Robust Control for Nonlinear Time-Delay Systems with Faults (Robust Control for Nonlinear Time-Delay
Systems)

0

Intelligent Scheduling for Autonomous UAVs using Discrete Artificial Intelligence Planning Techniques
(NA)

0

An Overview of Database Management System Engines for Distributed Computing (NA) 0
The Aesthetics of Digital Arts and Media (VOICE: Vocal Aesthetics in Digital Arts and Media) 0
Improving Human-Robot Team Performance through Integrated Task Planning and Scheduling in a Complex
Environment (Improved human–robot team performance through cross-training, an approach inspired by
human team training practices )

0

Web Application Security: From Concept to Practice (Web Application Security) 0
A 28 nm high-density and low-power standard cell library with half-VDD power-gating cells (NA) 0
An Acoustic Interface for Touchless Human-Computer Interaction (NA) 0
Advances in Solid State Lasers Development and Applications: Proceedings of the 42nd Polish Conference
on Laser Technology and Applications (Advances in Solid State Lasers Development and Applications)

0

Designing mobile information systems for healthcare (Design and Implementation of Mobile-Based Tech-
nology in Strengthening Health Information System)

0

Fault-tolerance and Reliability Techniques for Dependable Distributed Systems (Reliability and Replication
Techniques for Improved Fault Tolerance in Distributed Systems)

0

Cyber-physical systems: A Survey and Future Research Directions on Sensor and Actuator Integration
(Cyber-physical systems: A survey)

0

Performance evaluation of wireless sensor networks using network simulator-3 (NA) 0
Communication-Based Design for VLSI Circuits and Systems (NA) 0
Digital Media: The Intersection of Art and Technology (NA) 0
Toward a tool-supported software evolution methodology (NA) 0
Performance evaluation of temperature-aware routing protocols in wireless sensor networks (Performance
Evaluation of Routing Protocols in Wireless Sensor Networks)

0

Computer-managed instruction and student learning outcomes: a meta-analysis (Effects of Computer-
Assisted Instruction on Cognitive Outcomes: A Meta-Analysis)

0

An Empirical Analysis of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) Systems Implementation in Service Organiza-
tions in Jordan (Contributions of ERP Systems in Jordan)

0

Optimization of production planning in consumer products industry (Optimizing production planning at a
consumer goods company)

0.01

Efficient Text Document Retrieval Using an Inverted Index with Cache Enhancement (NA) 0.11
Service OAM in Carrier Ethernet Networks 0.13
Introduction to Logic: Abstraction in Contemporary Logic (Introduction to Logic) 0.17
Query Processing and Optimization for Information Retrieval Systems (Query Optimization in Information
Retrieval)

0.33

Cross-Platform Verification of Web Applications (Cross-platform feature matching for web applications) 0.33
Design and Implementation of Digital Libraries: Technological Challenges and Solutions (Design and
Implementation of Digital Libraries)

1
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Table 7: Reference titles classified as G (grounded) by Bing, generated from ChatGPT. 30 randomly
sampled titles are shown.

Reference title generated (Matched title) IQ Prob

JavaScript: The Good Parts (exact match) 1
Essentials of Management Information Systems (exact match) 1
Visualization Analysis and Design (exact match) 1
Forecasting: Methods and Applications (exact match) 1
Python for Data Analysis (exact match) 1
Introduction to Parallel Algorithms and Architectures: Arrays Trees Hypercubes (exact
match)

1

Linear logic and its applications (Temporal Linear Logic and Its Applications) 1
Coding and Information Theory (exact match) 1
Introduction to Electric Circuits (exact match) 1
Concurrent Programming in Java: Design Principles and Patterns (exact match) 1
Cross-Platform GUI Programming with wxWidgets (exact match) 1
Embedded Computing and Mechatronics with the PIC32 Microcontroller (exact match) 0.87
Quantum entanglement for secure communication (Quantum entanglement break-
through could boost encryption, secure communications)

0.78

An Introduction to Topology and its Applications (An introduction to topology and its
applications: A new approach)

0.67

SQL Server Query Performance Tuning (exact match) 0.67
WCAG 2.1: Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (exact match) 0.61
Session Announcement Protocol (SAP) (exact match) 0.5
Introduction to Atmospheric Chemistry (exact match) 0.33
Data modeling and database design: Using access to build a database (exact match) 0.33
Introductory Digital Electronics: From Truth Tables to Microprocessors (exact match) 0.33
Trust Management: First International Conference, iTrust 2003, Heraklion, Crete,
Greece (exact match)

0.25

Random geometric graphs (exact match) 0.08
Statistical Inference: An Integrated Approach (exact match) 0
Network Service Assurance (exact match) 0
Higher Order Equational Logic Programming (exact match) 0
Network Mobility Route Optimization Requirements (Network Mobility Route Op-
timization Requirements for Operational Use in Aeronautics and Space Exploration
Mobile Networks)

0

Thermal management of electric vehicle battery systems (exact match) 0
Handbook of Imaging Materials (exact match) 0
The Secure Online Business Handbook: E-commerce, IT Functionality and Business
Continuity (exact match)

0

Advanced Logic Synthesis (exact match) 0
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Table 8: Reference titles classified as H (hallucination) by Bing generated from GPT-4. 30 randomly
sampled titles are shown.

Reference title generated (Closest Match, if found) IQ Prob

Privacy-Preserving Attribute-Based Access Control in Cloud Computing (Accountable privacy pre-
serving attribute-based access control for cloud services enforced using blockchain)

0

Policy Measures for Combating Online Privacy Issues (NA) 0
Storage Security: Protecting Sanitized Data Attestation (NA) 0
Design of Scalable Parallel Algorithms for Graph Problems (NA) 0
Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) Design with Standard Cells: Layout Design and Performance
Analysis (NA)

0

Object-Oriented Modeling and Simulation of Complex Systems (Modelling and simulation of complex
systems)

0

Overview of Electronic Design Automation (EDA) Tools & Methodologies (The Electronic Design
Automation Handbook)

0

Printers and Modern Storage Solutions: The Role of the Cloud and Mobile Devices (NA) 0
Algebraic Algorithms and Symbolic Analysis Techniques in Computer Algebra Systems (Computer
algebra systems and algorithms for algebraic computation)

0

Measuring Software Performance in Cross-platform Mobile Applications (NA) 0
A Comparative Study of OAM Protocols in Ethernet Networks (Carrier Ethernet OAM: an overview
and comparison to IP OAM)

0

Best Practices in Board- and System-level Hardware Test Development (NA) 0
Algorithms for Symbolic and Algebraic Computations in Science and Engineering (NA) 0
Cryptography and Secure E-Commerce Transactions: Methods, Frameworks, and Best Practices (NA) 0
Quantum Computing: A Primer for Understanding and Implementation ( A primer on quantum
computing )

0

Understanding Network Management: Concepts, Standards, and Models (Network management:
principles and practice)

0

Assessing network reliability: An analytical approach based on graph entropy (NA) 0
Language Models and their Applications to Information Retrieval (Language models for information
retrieval)

0

Automated Support for Legacy Software Maintenance and Evolution (NA) 0
In-Network Traffic Processing: Advancements and Perspectives (NA) 0
Intellectual Property Law and Policy in the Digital Economy (Intellectual Property Law and Policy in
the Digital Economy)

0

The Art and Science of Survey Research: A Guide to Best Practices (The Art and Science of
Reviewing (and Writing) Survey Research)

0

Review of Network Mobility Protocols: Solutions and Challenges (A Review of Network Mobility
Protocols for Fully Electrical Vehicles Services)

0

Program Semantics, Higher-Order Types, and Step Counting (NA) 0
Network Services: Management Strategies and Techniques (NA) 0
Machine Learning-Based Power Estimation and Management in Energy Harvesting Systems (NA) 0
The Evolution of Distance Education: Historical and Theoretical Perspectives (Distance Education:
Historical Perspective)

0.17

The Economics of VLSI Manufacturing: A Cost Analysis Approach (NA) 0.5
Digital Decisions: The Intersection of e-Government and American Federalism (NA) 0.78
Enterprise Modeling: Tackling Business Challenges with the 4EM Approach (Enterprise Modeling
with 4EM: Perspectives and Method)

1
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Table 9: Reference titles classified as G (grounded) by Bing generated from GPT-4. 30 randomly
sampled titles are shown.

Reference title generated (Matched title) IQ Prob

Art and Electronic Media (exact match) 1
Network+ Guide to Networks (exact match) 1
Handbook of Automated Reasoning (exact match) 1
System Dynamics: Modeling, Simulation, and Control of Mechatronic Systems (exact match) 1
Information Visualization: Perception for Design (exact match) 1
The Emperor’s New Mind: Concerning Computers, Minds and the Laws of Physics (exact
match)

1

Computer Networks: A Systems Approach (exact match) 1
DNS and BIND: Help for System Administrators (exact match) 1
Introduction to Modern Cryptography (exact match) 1
Beyond Software Architecture: Creating and Sustaining Winning Solutions (exact match) 1
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance and Proactive Recovery (exact match) 1
Real-Time Systems: Scheduling, Analysis, and Verification (exact match) 1
Computational Complexity: A Modern Approach (exact match) 1
The Foundations of Cryptography: Volume 1, Basic Techniques (exact match) 1
Digital Library Use: Social Practice in Design and Evaluation (exact match) 1
Transactional Information Systems: Theory, Algorithms, and the Practice of Concurrency
Control and Recovery (exact match)

1

Database System Concepts (exact match) 1
Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning (exact match) 1
File System Forensic Analysis (exact match) 1
The Archaeology of Science: Studying the Creation of Useful Knowledge (exact match) 0.78
Web Data Mining: Exploring Hyperlinks, Contents, and Usage Data (exact match) 0.67
Electronic Design Automation for Integrated Circuits Handbook (exact match) 0.47
Modern VLSI Design: IP-Based Design (exact match) 0.39
Computational Complexity and Statistical Physics (exact match) 0.33
Probabilistic Methods for Algorithmic Discrete Mathematics (exact match) 0.33
Digital Rights Management: Protecting and Monetizing Content (exact match) 0.08
Deep Learning for Computer Vision: A Brief Review (exact match) 0.08
Random Geometric Graphs and Applications (exact match) 0.07
Concurrent Separation Logic for Pipelined Parallelization (exact match) 0
High-Level Synthesis for Real-time Digital Signal Processing (exact match) 0
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